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Abstract: Unintended exposure to harmful reactive organophosphates (OP), which comprise a group
of nerve agents and agricultural pesticides, continues to pose a serious threat to human health
and ecosystems due to their toxicity and prolonged stability. This underscores an unmet need for
developing technologies that will allow sensitive OP detection, rapid decontamination and effective
treatment of OP intoxication. Here, this article aims to review the status and prospect of emerging
nanotechnologies and multifunctional nanomaterials that have shown considerable potential in
advancing detection methods and treatment modalities. It begins with a brief introduction to OP
types and their biochemical basis of toxicity followed by nanomaterial applications in two topical
areas of primary interest. One topic relates to nanomaterial-based sensors which are applicable
for OP detection and quantitative analysis by electrochemical, fluorescent, luminescent and spec-
trophotometric methods. The other topic is directed on nanotherapeutic platforms developed as
OP remedies, which comprise nanocarriers for antidote drug delivery and nanoscavengers for OP
inactivation and decontamination. In summary, this article addresses OP-responsive nanomaterials,
their design concepts and growing impact on advancing our capability in the development of OP
sensors, decontaminants and therapies.

Keywords: reactive organophosphate; oxime; antidote delivery; nanosensor; nanoscavenger

1. Introduction

The term reactive organophosphates (OPs) refers collectively to a group of phosphorous-
based toxic chemicals that cause life-threatening toxic symptoms in humans. These com-
prise OP nerve agents such as sarin, soman and VX, as well as OP-based pesticides like
chlorpyrifos, paraoxon and malaoxon, among others (Figure 1) [1–3]. Despite their much
lower toxicity, the OP pesticides are still formidable due to their wide distribution ranging
from insect controls in the agricultural and horticultural sectors to pest treatments for
domestic pets, farm animals and houses [4]. OP toxicity is commonly attributed to a
phosphorous (thio)ester core that serves as its reactive functionality. It is highly suscepti-
ble to engaging in a covalent conjugation with a nucleophilic residue present in proteins
and cellular enzymes in plasmas [1,5–8]. This OP reaction results in a covalent protein
modification and thus loss of their original activity.

Human toxicity induced by OPs is attributed to the inactivation of acetylcholinesterase
(AChE) as their primary target [1,5–8]. Human AChE is expressed widely from red blood
cells, muscle tissues to nervous systems [9]. Its inactivation by OPs involves a covalent
adduct formed within its catalytic pocket through O-phosphorylation at serine 203, one of
catalytic residues (Figure 1) [10]. Such enzyme inactivation contributes to acetylcholine
accumulation, which in turn leads to its excessive stimulatory activity at cholinergic recep-
tors in nervous systems [10,11]. Their pathophysiological effects are linked to induction of
rapid muscle paralysis and occurrence of various neurological symptoms, both constituting
the toxicological basis of OPs [12–14]. Their toxic syndromes include respiratory problems,
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paralysis, convulsions, salivation, gastric cramps and emesis whereas their manifestations
are determined by various factors such as OP types, receptors stimulated, organs affected,
action sites and time of occurrence (acute, delayed) [15]. All these make effective treatment
of OP intoxication and optimal timing of patient discharge highly challenging.
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Figure 1. (A) (left) Types of representative organophosphates (OP) including nerve agents and pesticides and (right) covalent
inhibition of acetylcholine esterase (AChE) by OP such as paraoxon ethyl (POX). Inset: An X-ray crystal structure for POX-
inactivated human AChE in complex with 2-PAM, an enzyme reactivator which works by nucleophilic dephosphorylation
(protein data bank (PDB) code 5HFA [10]). Adapted with permission from [16], Copyright 2019, The Royal Society of
Chemistry. (B) Selected nanomaterials and their applications in OP detection and treatment. Abbreviations: MNP = magnetic
nanoparticle, AuNP = gold (Au) NP, QD = quantum dot, MSN = mesoporous silica nanoparticle, MOF = metal-organic
framework, UCN = upconversion nanocrystal.

OP exposures remain a source of serious safety concerns given the history of accidental
or terrorist incidents and increasingly indiscriminate use of OP pesticides that is responsible
for environmental pollution and crop contamination [13]. In particular, persistent expo-
sures to OP pesticides result in delayed or chronic toxicity in affected organisms [2,3]. This
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longer-term effect is closely related with their environmental disposition and fate which
occurs via soil adsorption, distribution in groundwater and volatilization into air [2,5,6].
The key process that determines their fate involves OP degradation to harmless fragments
through chemical hydrolysis, microbial degradation and photolytic breakdown under
sunlight irradiation. Most OP pesticides show stability in water at neutral pH [2,5], but
their hydrolytic breakdown occurs faster under non-neutral conditions or elevated temper-
atures [2,6–8]. The extent of OP biodegradation is largely dependent on microbial species
and their mechanisms of biotransformation which involve O-dealkylation by glutathione
S-transferase, oxidation of thioether to sulfoxide, desulfuration, hydrolysis, and reduc-
tion [9,10]. Light exposure is another factor that plays a crucial role in the degradation
pathway of OP pesticides [11,12]. The extent of photolysis varies with OP types, light wave-
length and intensity associated with solar radiation [12,13]. In summary of environmental
exposure, OP intoxication can occur through various routes including oral consumption,
skin contact [17] or inhalation of OP sprayed in the air [18]. These contribute to either
acute, delayed or chronic toxicity upon exposure [19]. However, despite such concerns,
current capability to address OP issues remains suboptimal due to paucity of advanced
technologies that enable for sensitive OP detection or effective treatment.

Nanomaterials have made a growing impact on developing therapeutic agents [20–27]
and sensors [28] in numerous areas. These are classified as a group of objects or struc-
tures in a nanometer size range which display functional properties distinct from bulk
materials [29,30]. Such properties are characterized largely by their composition, size
and shapes, which include nanospheres [31,32], nanotubes [33], planar nanosheets [34],
nanodisks [34,35], nanocages [36] and nanorods [32] (Figure 1). They allow structural
modifications and offer functional capabilities through magnetic control, light absorption,
fluorescence, luminescence, cavity loading or pore gating. These properties make nano-
materials highly applicable for sensors [36], drug delivery platforms [20] or nanoscale
reactors [37,38]. Therefore, nanomaterials applications offer a high potential to address
existing OP-related serious problems.

This article aims to review the status and advances of such OP-responsive nanoma-
terials and enabling nanotechnologies. It is directed on two primary areas of application:
(i) sensors, (ii) therapeutic development for OP exposure and intoxication. The first relates
to nanosensor types and capabilities applicable for OP detection through instrumental
analysis. The second describes nanomaterial applications in the development of antidote
delivery platforms and nanomaterial-based OP scavenges which are designed through
bioscavenger encapsulation or chemical functionalization. In summary, this article hopes to
serve a concise yet updated review on OP-responsive nanomaterials, their design concepts
and impactful applications.

2. Nanosensors for Reactive Organophosphate Detection
2.1. Electrochemistry
2.1.1. AChE-Immobilized Electrode

Electrochemical detection constitutes one of fundamental approaches in biosensor
design for OP analysis [39]. This often relies on fabricating an OP-responsive electrode
through its surface functionalization such as by immobilization with AChE [39–42]. This
enzyme functionalization is therefore responsible for generating an OP-specific signal in
amperometry or voltammetry when its immobilized enzyme loses its catalytic activity
upon inactivation by OP [39–41]. This detection method is validated for its ability to detect
individual OP pesticides or their mixture.

2.1.2. AChE-Immobilized Nanosensor

In an electrochemical nanosensor design, AChE is immobilized on the nanoparti-
cle (NP) surface in lieu of the bulk electrode surface. This approach has been applied
to magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) such as iron oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticle (IONP) [43]
and nano Fe-Ni [44], each offering an important benefit of magnetic control. Thus, using
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AChE-immobilized MNPs allows temporal and spatial control of MNP localization in
an working electrode or screen-printed electrode under an applied magnetic field [43] as
reported by Rodrigues et al. In this study, they report unique benefits such as ability for
nanosensor assembly on demand and convenience in electrode renewal (cleaning). These
are otherwise not available simply by permanent AChE immobilization on the electrode
surface. AChE immobilization in MNP-based nanosensors can be achieved by protein
crosslinking through glutaraldehyde [43], Ni-histidine tag [45,46] or light responsive poly-
mer [45]. Their sensitivity for OP detection is validated with pesticides such as chlorpyrifos
and malathion with limit of detection (LOD) as low as sub nM (Table 1).

Table 1. Nanomaterial-enabled sensors developed for OP analysis.

Detection Concept Design OP Analyte (LOD) Ref

Electrochemistry

AChE Inhibition

IONP@AChE Chlorpyrifos oxon, malathion
(0.3 nM) [43,45,46]

nano Fe-Ni@AChE Phosmet (0.1 nM) [44]
AuNP-CaCO3@AChE Malathion, chlorpyrifos (0.1 nM) [47]

nano Ag@Chitosan-AChE POX (15 nM) [48]
MSN@AChE Dimethoate (6.5 nM) [49]

Anti-OP Antibody GNS@Anti-parathion Ab Parathion (0.2 fM) [50]

OP Adsorption
rGO@Cu Parathion, fenitrothion,

malathion (3 nM) [51]

rGO@AuNP-polymer Malathion (0.1 nM) [52]
GNS@AuNP Parathion methyl (2 nM) [53]

OP Reaction GO@AuNP-acetophenone
oxime

Diethyl cyanophosphonate,
dimethoate, fenitrothion [54]

Fluorescence
(Luminescence)

Spectroscopy

AChE Inhibition Cd-Te QD Paraoxon, GB, VX (0.1–8.0 nM) [55]

OP Adsorption

CdTe QD Chlorpyrifos (0.1 nM) [56]
ZnS-Mn QD Diethyl phosphorothioate [57]

Hf-doped MOF Methylphosphonate [58]
AuNP@Rhodamine Ethoprophos (37 nM) [59]

OP Reaction
CdS QD + Eosin Y Chlorpyrifos (29 nM) [60]

UCN@Oxime probe Dimethoate (0.14 µM) [61]

Colorimetry &
Spectrophotometry

AChE Inhibition AuNR + AChE Dichlorvos (45 fM) [62]

OP Adsorption
AuNP, AgNP Ethion, parathion [63]

AuNP@Rhodamine Ethoprophos (37 nM) [59]
Nano Ag@PVP Chlorpyrifos (14 nM) [64]

AuNP = gold nanoparticle; GNS = graphene nanosheet; rGO = reduced graphene oxide; IONP = iron oxide nanoparticle; MNP = magnetic
nanoparticle; MOF = metal-organic framework; MSN = mesoporous silica nanoparticle; PVP = polyvinylpyrrolidone; QD = quantum dot;
UCN = upconversion nanoparticle.

Non-magnetic NPs are also employed in developing electrochemical nanosensors.
These include gold nanoparticle (AuNP) [47], nano Ag [48] and mesoporous silica nanopar-
ticle (MSN) [49], each functionalized by AChE immobilization or non-covalent encapsula-
tion for OP specificity. These nanosensors offer sufficient sensitivity to detect a wide range
of OP pesticides as listed in Table 1.

2.1.3. Antibody-Immobilized Nanosensor

Another approach for OP detection involves using an antibody raised against a specific
OP species. This is described in a study reported by Mehta et al. [50] in which an anti-
parathion antibody was immobilized on the surface of graphene nanosheet (GNS). As
a two-dimensional nanostructure, GNS displays an excellent degree of conductance for
electrons, which is hence highly suited for application in electrochemical biosensing. This
GNS-based immunosensor showed high detection sensitivity for parathion or parathion-
like pesticides with LOD as low as fM [50]. However, despite such sensitivity, using an
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immunosensor has certain drawbacks because its employed antibody is able to recognize
only a specific subset of OPs and not applicable to a broader spectrum of OPs [50].

2.1.4. OP-Responsive Nanosensor

As introduced briefly above, GNS display unique features in its structure and property
beneficial for electrochemical OP detection. These include high surface area-to-volume
ratio, ultralow thickness and high electronic conductance [65]. Their combination confers
GNS with sensitive ability to respond to OP adsorption or reaction that occurs on its
surface. This is illustrated with a copper-graphene nanocomposite in Figure 2A that shows
ability to detect sulfur-containing OP pesticides [51]. Such GNS-based OP detection is
further validated using copper-coated reduced graphene oxide (rGO) [51], AuNP-coated
rGO [52] and AuNP-coated GNS [53]. Besides, GNS nanosensors are designed by surface
modification with an OP-specific probe molecule that engages in selective OP recognition
and/or its reaction. Huixiang et al. [54] validated this concept using GO@AuNP function-
alized with 4-aminoacetophenone oxime. Thus, an electrode fabricated with this graphene
nanocomposite has led to OP detection with LOD at low nM (Table 1).
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Figure 2. (A) A copper (II)-functionalized graphene nanocomposite applied for sensing sulfur-
containing organophosphate (OP) pesticides. Reproduced with permission from [51], Copyright
2013, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Dithizone-coordinated CdTe quantum dot (QD) applied for
chlorpyrifos detection. Its concept of detection involves restoration of its fluorescence by dithizone
replacement with diethylphosphorothioate, a hydrolytic byproduct of chlorpyrifos. Reproduced with
permission from [56], Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.
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In summary, electrochemical nanosensors have shown promising capabilities for OP
detection. These are designed with nanomaterials such as IONP [43,45,46], nano Fe-Ni [44],
AuNP [47], nano Ag [48], MSN [49] or graphene-based NP [51–54], each functionalized with
AChE [43,44,47–49], OP antibody [50] or OP-reactive moiety [54]. These nanosensors offer
characteristic advantages including high loading capacity in electrodes, high sensitivity,
and fast onset of action due to a narrow spacing between interacting electrodes. Their
capabilities are attributable to a combination of their nanometer size, shape and other
design features which are not available by conventional bulk electrodes [3,43].

2.2. Absorbance, Fluorescence and Luminescence Spectroscopy

In general, most OPs do not contain chromophores that are applicable for spectro-
scopic detection by UV–Vis absorbance or fluorescence. There are only few OPs which
contain aromatic moieties for UV absorbance such as parathion, paraoxon (POX) and
fenitrothion [66], each containing a 4-nitrophenyl group. However, their direct detection
by spectrometry is not efficient because their molar absorptivity is practically too low for
sensitive analysis. Instead, these are better detectable indirectly through a mechanism of
fluorescence quenching in which each chromophore serves as a fluorescence quencher to
a sensor molecule added separately such as coumarin [67]. This fluorescence quenching
assay is validated with parathion, POX and fenitrothion, and it displays relatively low
sensitivity in the range of 10−7–10−4 M [66].

2.2.1. Quantum Dot (QD) Nanosensors

QDs are notable for their bright fluorescence in the visible and near infrared (NIR)
range [56,68]. Their fluorescence is applicable for OP detection as illustrated with QD
sensors made of CdTe [55,56], CdS [60] and Mn-doped ZnS [57]. Their detection principle
varies with specific design features introduced in each sensor, but it involves measuring a
change in QD fluorescence intensity that occurs in response to OP adsorption or a chemical
reaction on the QD surface [55]. The change occurs via either fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET) [56,60] or photoelectron transfer (PET) [57] between the donor (QD)
and the OP-responsive acceptor attached on the surface. Zhang et al. reported dithizone-
coordinated CdTe QD designed for FRET quenching-based chlorpyrifos detection via
dithizone hydrolysis as shown in Figure 2B [56].

2.2.2. Upconversion Nanocrystal (UCN) Nanosensors

UCNs belong in an emerging class of photoactive nanomaterials that include NaYF4
doped with lanthanide ions (Yb, Er, Tm) in their lattice structure [69,70]. Unlike QDs,
UCNs are excited by irradiation at longer NIR wavelengths (980 or 808 nm) with ability to
emit upconversion luminescence at shorter visible wavelengths such as 475 nm [71]. Their
luminescence intensity is sensitive to surface functionalization, and it can be quenched via
its luminescence resonance energy transfer (LRET) to an acceptor molecule localized at a
close proximity. In a recent study, Wang et al. [61] describes such luminescence quenching
using UCN functionalized with an OP-reactive oxime probe on the surface (Figure 3A).
This quenched luminescence is applicable for OP detection because it is restored when the
oxime probe reacts with OP which leads to LRET deactivation. This UCN-based nanosensor
has shown a detection sensitivity for diethyl chlorophosphate or dimethoate at µM [61].
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Figure 3. (A) Upconversion nanocrystal (UCN) immobilized with an oxime probe on the surface
applied for OP detection through the mechanism of luminescence resonance energy transfer (LRET)
between UCN and the oxime probe involved in organophosphate detection. Reproduced with
permission from [61], Copyright 2016, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) A schematic diagram for
metal-organic framework (MOF)-based approaches developed for pesticide sensing. Reproduced
with permission from [72], Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.

2.2.3. Metal-Organic Framework Nanosensors

OP can be detected by metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) that are active in UV photo-
luminescence. These include MOFs made of luminescent transition metal or lanthanide
ions coordinated to organic ligands (imidazole) [73,74]. Their photoluminescence is highly
responsive to microenvironmental changes in their lattice structure such as binding by guest
molecules. Thus it is diminished to a significant extent upon OP binding or encapsulation
(Figure 3B) [72]. This MOF-based luminescence assay enables to detect a broad spectrum
of OP pesticides including chlorpyrifos, parathion and azinphos-methyl as described in a
study by Singha et al. [75]. MOF sensors can be tunable in their design for improved guest
specificity as reported with hafnium (Hf) ion-doped MOF [58,76]. In this study, Lian et al.
describes its specific response to methanephosphonate, a hydrolytic byproduct from nerve
agents, with high sensitivity. Other design factors in MOF sensors include those related to
addressing potential drawbacks such as suboptimal aqueous stability, relatively slow onset
of response and signal interference by other chemicals [72].
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2.2.4. Plasmonic Nanomaterials

Noble metal nanomaterials that include nano gold (Au) or nano silver (Ag) display
light absorbance via surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in the range of 350–500 nm (nano Ag)
and 450–600 nm (nano Au) [32,77]. Their SPR absorbance is applicable for OP detection
because it makes a blue shift upon chemisorption by sulfur analytes such as thiol-releasing
OPs or thion (P=S)-based OPs (Table 1) [63]. Their detection sensitivity varies with metal
compositions and shapes as evident with hexagon-shaped nano Ag which detects chlor-
pyrifos more effectively than other shapes [64].

Development of plasmonic nanosensors based on nano Au and nano Ag has certain
limitations because they are not directly applicable for certain OPs that lack a sulfur
moiety. Such lack of broader sensitivity is however addressed by surface functionalization
with an OP-specific sensing element such as AChE [62], rhodamine B [59] or adenosine
triphosphate [59]. Each of these sensors, which works in a different manner, has shown a
broader sensitivity extended to oxon-based ethoprophos and dichlorvos [59,62] (Table 1).

In topic summary, several types of nanosensors are developed for OP analysis with
improvement in detection time, sensitivity and specificity. Their capabilities are attributable
to nanoscale structural and functional properties enabled by various types of nanomaterials
that include MNPs [43,45,46], nano Au [47,59], nano Ag [48], MSN [49], graphene [50–54],
QDs [55–57], luminescent UCN [61] and MOF [58]. These nanosensors are applicable for
instrumental OP analysis by electrochemistry, SPR absorbance, fluorescence and lumines-
cence.

3. Therapeutic Platforms for Reactive Organophosphate Treatment
3.1. Delivery Systems for Antidotes

Over several decades, we have seen continued and significant efforts to develop
for therapeutic agents effective in the treatment of OP intoxication [12,78]. Despite such
attention, current approved regimen still relies on administering one or more of relatively
old antidotes [12,79]. These include oxime agents including pralidoxime chloride (2-
PAM) that serves as an enzyme reactivator, atropine as a cholinergic receptor blocker and
midazolam, an anticonvulsant for epileptic seizure relief [80]. Of these, 2-PAM serves
a primary antidote due to its critical role in reactivating OP-inhibited AChE (Figure 1).
However, 2-PAM has shortcomings such as inability to cross the blood-brain barrier needed
for its central nervous system (CNS) bioavailability [81,82] and its short half-life (≤2 h) in
plasma [83,84].

3.1.1. Oximes

It is well documented that nanomaterials serve as effective carriers in drug deliv-
ery [20,21]. They have shown promising potential in controlled antidote delivery as evident
with systems based on MOF [85] and poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer [86,87], each
applied in oxime delivery. These systems vary in structural features, modes of interaction
applicable for drug encapsulation and loading capacity. The MOF system, which is charac-
terized with its extensive array of internal pores, shows host-guest complexation for 2-PAM
encapsulation through π-stacking and hydrogen bond interactions [85]. On the other hand,
PAMAM dendrimer offers its well-defined architecture that contains hydrophobic cavities
in its internal core and an array of repetitive peripheral branches, both applicable in guest
complexation [88]. This unique architecture plays an essential role in 2-PAM complexation
which occurs through electrostatic and hydrogen bond interactions at peripheral sites
(Figure 4A) [86,87]. This type of oxime binding has been demonstrated with G5 PAMAM
dendrimers, either unmodified [87] or peripherally modified with glutarate [86] as illus-
trated in Figure 4A. Use of such delivery systems based on MOF or dendrimer can serve
an important route for extended duration of drug action because drug release from such
complexes occurs more slowly than free drug [85–87].
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Nanocarriers are further validated in CNS drug delivery [84,90,91]. This illustrated
with two systems based on either human serum albumin [90] or solid lipid nanoparticles
(SLNs) [84,91], each investigated for oxime transport across the blood-brain barrier. The
serum albumin nanoparticles [90] have shown oxime (obidoxime, HI-6) transport in a
model CNS system to a greater extent than free oximes. SLNs have been studied otherwise
for in vivo oxime delivery in rat brain as shown in Figure 5 [84,91]. In this approach,
Pashirova et al. [91] designed 2-PAM-loaded SLN and demonstrated its greater efficacy in
AChE reactivation (lower inhibition) in POX-poisoned rats than its free drug.
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3.1.2. Atropine

The delivery strategy described above for oximes is similarly applied to atropine,
another essential antidote used in the treatment of OP poisoning [12]. Like 2-PAM, atropine
displays a short half-life (t1/2 ≈ 1–2 h in human plasma) primarily due to rapid metabolism
and excretion [92]. PAMAM dendrimer is validated as its delivery system. Driving forces
for its complexation involve a combination of electrostatic association and hydrophobic
van der Waals interaction as shown in Figure 4A [89]. Its dendrimer complex displays
slower release than free atropine (Figure 4B), suggesting a potential contribution to its
extended duration of action [22,93,94]. Another system studied for atropine delivery
involves poly(methacrylate) polymer prepared via molecular imprinting for atropine
recognition [95]. This polymer has shown its binding affinity for atropine and utility in
controlled release in vitro.

3.2. Bioscavengers

Bioscavengers refer to a class of enzyme-based proteins that are able to recognize
and inactivate OP molecules [38,96–99]. Therefore, they offer a therapeutic potential as
therapeutic antidotes. They comprise a broad range of OP hydrolytic proteins that include
butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) [100–102], carboxylesterase 1 (hCE1) [103] and paraoxonase
(PON) [104,105] in human plasma and organophosphorus anhydrase [106]. Non-enzymatic
proteins such as albumins can also participate in OP inactivation through stochastic re-
actions [107]. Like AChE, most of these enzymes belong in the class of stoichiometric
(suicidal) scavengers which are inefficient due to their OP inactivation in a 1:1 molar ra-
tio. Such low efficiency is addressed by catalytic bioscavengers [97,108–110] that include
mutant AChE [111,112] and bacterial phosphotriesterase [109,112].

Despite their therapeutic potential, their commercial development faces challenges to
overcome due to issues associated with enzyme instability, short plasma half-life and large
doses required. Some of these undesired properties could be improved by conjugation
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strategies used in nanotechnology. These include enzyme PEGylation [38,108,113] or conju-
gation with an Fc protein [114], each known to prolong the duration of circulation in plasma.
Another approach involves nanomaterial integration as illustrated with polymer integra-
tion (coating) with acetylcholinesterase-embedded cell membranes. This integrated system
has retained AChE activity against dichlorvos in vitro and shown efficacy in protecting
mice from dichlorvos [38]. Similarly, organophosphorus anhydrase (OPAA) encapsulated
in a poly(carboxybetaine) polymer hydrogel has shown potent efficacy in protecting guinea
pigs from repeated exposures to sarin [106].

3.3. Chemical Scavengers

In addition to antidote administration, performing a topical decontamination plays an
essential role in effective OP treatment. It is because without such OP removal from the skin
surface, the exposed surface serves as a depot for extended OP absorption which causes
sustained toxicity [115]. Several types of decontaminants [96,116–121] have been developed
for skin decontamination that include most notably reactive skin decontamination lotion
(RSDL) [122,123]. Its active ingredient consists of Dekon 139, a potassium salt of diacetyl
monooxime (DAM). It displays a strong chemical reactivity in OP inactivation through
catalytic hydrolysis as depicted in Figure 6A [124]. However, Dekon 139 can induce
adverse systemic effects such as skeletal muscle paralysis due to its rapid skin and wound
absorption [125].
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Figure 6. (A) The mechanism of hydrolytic organophosphate (OP) inactivation by oxime or hydroxamate (HA)-based
scavengers as illustrated with paraoxon ethyl (POX). (B) Topical decontamination of porcine skin exposed to POX ex vivo
by treatment with chemical scavengers Dekon 139 and oxime/HA (α-nucleophile) scaffolds (left) and decay curves of POX
in the donor chamber (right). Reproduced with permission from [16], Copyright 2019, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Recently, several types of molecular scaffolds are designed and tested as effective
chemical decontaminants for OP pesticides and nerve agents [119,121,126–128]. These
include α-nucleophile scaffolds prepared by conjugation with oxime [16,124], pyridinium
aldoxime (PAM) [120,129,130] or hydroxamic acid (HA) [16,129,131]. Some of these have
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shown greater efficiency in topical decontamination of porcine skin exposed to POX ex
vivo than Dekon 139 [16,124]. This is evident with faster decay curves of POX in the donor
chamber by treatment with oxime/HA scaffolds as shown in Figure 6B [16].

Other scaffolds such as those prepared by PAM conjugation to a glucose [2] or β-
cyclodextrin [132,133] unit have shown potent reactivity in OP (POX, cyclosarin) inac-
tivation in vitro [132,133] or preventing POX-induced hypothermia in vivo [2]. Non-α-
nucleophile scaffolds are similarly validated as OP-reactive constructs that include alkali
metal alkoxides [126], lanthanide (La3+) ions [121], nitrogen-containing bases [127] and
imidazolium-based ionic liquids [119].

3.4. Nanoscavengers
3.4.1. Lipid Nanoparticles

Micelles and liposomes have been frequently employed in the design of lipid-based
nanoscavengers for OP hydrolysis [120,134–136]. Their typical design involves presentation
of OP-reactive oxime or HA moieties on the external surface [137,138]. This is illustrated
with PAM-functionalized micelles demonstrated for their catalytic role in the hydrolysis
of POX, parathion and fenitrothion [135,136]. Similarly, oxime-incorporated liposomes
are able to accelerate the hydrolysis of OP such as 4-nitrophenyl diphenyl phosphate by
several orders of magnitude faster than free oximes [136]. Furthermore, unlike micelles, the
liposomal interior serves a water-filled cargo space for (bio)scavenger loading. Thus, lipo-
somes encapsulated with bioscavenger phosphotriesterase are demonstrated for effective
POX decontamination on model surfaces as shown in Figure 7A [139].
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Figure 7. (A) Inactivation of paraoxon ethyl (POX) by phosphotriesterase (PTE)-encapsulated vesicles. Reproduced
with permission from [139], Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (B) POX methyl inactivation by lanthanide-
catechol functionalized porous organic polymer. Reproduced with permission from [140], Copyright 2013, American
Chemical Society.
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3.4.2. Metal Ion Chelated Polymer

Polymer-based scavengers are designed by polymer modifications with OP-reactive
metal chelates [140,141]. These include a copper (II)–vinylbipyridyl complex chelated to
trimethylolpropane trimethacrylate demonstrated for its ability to accelerate the hydrolysis
of 4-nitrophenyl phosphate and parathion-methyl compared to the free metal complex [141].
Lanthanide (La) chelates likewise play an effective role in catalytic OP hydrolysis [141].
This is shown with porous organic polymer functionalized with La-catecholate residues
demonstrated for faster degradation of paraoxon methyl as illustrated in Figure 7B [140].

3.4.3. Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticle

MSNs consist of low nanometer-sized pores in their internal architecture [142]. Their
porous spaces are highly useful for application in the physical adsorption and sequestration
of smaller guest molecules [143]. Moreover, silanol groups that account for a major fraction
of surface functionality can directly engage in degradation reactions of adsorbed OP
molecules [144]. This is shown by MSN with a pore diameter of 2.4 nm. It is demonstrated
for effective OP adsorption and detoxification against OP molecules as large as dichlorvos
and dimethyl methylphosphonate [144].

3.4.4. Metal-Organic Framework

The internal architecture of MOFs offers an extensive array of nanopores [145] which
are variable in diameter [145]. These pores allow to adsorb and sequester small molecule
contaminants such as OP pesticides [73]. MOFs can be tunable in pore size as seen in
zirconium-based MOF that offers a pore aperture large enough for immobilizing bioscav-
enger molecules such as OPAA as shown in Figure 8A [117]. In this study, Li et al. describes
that this enzyme-immobilized MOF is highly reactive in OP hydrolysis, leading to much
faster degradation of a nerve agent soman compared to the enzyme alone or the enzyme im-
mobilized in MOF with smaller pores. Moreover, MOFs are tunable in the design of internal
functionality as seen in amine-presented UiO-66-NH2 [146,147]. Such amine-functionalized
MOF has shown reactivity in degrading POX and nerve agents [148].

3.4.5. Metal Oxide Nanoparticle

Metal oxide-based nanomaterials contain a large array of chemically reactive sites
on their exposed surface which are applicable for OP degradation. Of note is CeO2 NP
reported for its successful application in preventing POX decontamination in a porcine skin
model [149]. Its efficacy is attributable to its oxide functionality as the sites which engage in
POX degradation. In addition, CeO2 NP has shown faster POX degradation under UV–Vis
irradiation than an ambient light condition. Occurrence of such photocatalytic reactivity is
broadly reported in other types of metal oxide NPs including TiO2 and Ag-ZnO [150,151].
Their photocatalytic reactivity is linked to more effective degradation of parathion and
chlorpyrifos that occurs under a (simulated) solar light condition.
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Figure 8. (A) Inactivation of soman (GD) by mesoporous zirconium-based metal–organic framework
(MOF; NU-1003) immobilized with organophosphorus acid anhydrolase (OPAA). Reproduced with
permission from [117], Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (B) POX inactivation by pyri-
dinium aldoxime (PAM)-based dendrimer nanoscavengers. Reproduced with permission from [130],
Copyright 2014, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

3.4.6. PAMAM Dendrimers

PAMAM dendrimers [88] have a strong potential as a nanoplatform for OP seques-
tration. They offer various structural and functional benefits through their dendritic
architecture, hydrophobic cavities and chemical stability [152–154]. Their applications in
OP sequestration is demonstrated with a fourth generation (G4) PAMAM dendrimer func-
tionalized with (L)-asparagine [155]. This amino acid-functionalized dendrimer has shown
ability for rapid desorption and sequestration of hydrophobic OPs such as methamidophos
and azinophos methyl.

PAMAM dendrimers can also serve a promising nanoreactor platform. They allow
structural modifications with OP-reactive moieties on its peripheral branches as illustrated
in Figure 8B. In this work, Bharathi et al. describes PAM-conjugated G5 dendrimer and its
ability to accelerate the rate of POX hydrolysis [130]. However, despite such effectiveness,
their OP-reactive moieties may engage in undesired reactions with proteins and enzymes
such as AChE. To address such non-selectivity issue, Wong et al. [37] advanced its design
concept to a shielded oxime nanoreactor as depicted in a model (Figure 9A). Its primary
design strategy involves reactor shielding through partial surface PEGylation. Thus,
the PEG layer can limit reactor accessibility to only small OPs via steric interference.
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Such PEG-shielded nanoreactors have shown rapid POX hydrolysis and effective POX
decontamination in skin models ex vivo while they show lack of undesired effects such as
AChE inhibition and skin penetration (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. G5 PAMAM dendrimer-cored nanoreactors developed for topical decontamination of organophosphate (OP).
(A) A proposed model for shielded oxime nanoreactor (left) and its mode of action in POX inactivation (right). (B) A
confocal fluorescent image of the cryosection from porcine skin treated with Cy5 dye-labeled dendrimer nanoreactor ex
vivo. (C) Efficacy of POX decontamination by a series of shielded oxime nanoreactors screened in porcine skin ex vivo.
Reproduced with permission from [37], Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

In topic summary, nanomaterials offer a variety of structural and functional properties
that enable to address current unmet needs associated with OP exposure and intoxication.
They have shown practical utilities in a broad range of applications from antidote drug
delivery [86,87,89], protective material design [148], environmental decontamination [139]
to therapeutic skin decontamination [37,117,118,130,144,149] as summarized in Table 2 and
Table S1 (Supplementary Material).
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Table 2. Nanomaterial-based therapeutic platforms for applications in antidote drug delivery or reactive organophosphate
(OP) inactivation.

Nanomaterial Design Feature Tested OP Function Ref

Lipid based (micelle,
liposome)

Oxime, HA presented Fenitrothion Catalytic inactivation [120,134–136]
Phosphotriesterase

encapsulated POX Catalytic inactivation [139]

2-PAM encapsulated POX Rat brain delivery [84,91]

Polymer Cu (II)-bipyridyl chelated Parathion methyl Catalytic inactivation [141]
La (catecholate) chelated POX, Nerve agents Catalytic inactivation [140]

MSN Unmodified Dichlorvos Adsorption;
inactivation [144]

MOF
UiO-66 OP Adsorption [73]

UiO-66-NH2 POX, VX, Soman Catalytic inactivation [146–148]
OPAA immobilized Soman Catalytic inactivation [117]

Metal Oxide
CeO2 POX Catalytic inactivation [149]

TiO2 Parathion Photocatalytic
inactivation [150]

Ag-ZnO Chlorpyrifos Photocatalytic
inactivation [151]

PAMAM dendrimer
Amino acid conjugated Azhinophos methyl Adsorption [155]
Oxime/HA conjugated POX, Malathion Catalytic inactivation [37,130]

2-PAM, atropine
encapsulated - Extended drug release [86,87,89]

MOF = metal-organic framework; MSN = mesoporous silica nanoparticle; OPAA = organophosphorus acid anhydrolase; PAMAM =
poly(amidoamine); Paraoxon = POX.

4. Conclusions and Perspective

Over recent decades, nanomaterials have made a significant impact on advancing
therapeutic and biomedical developments in a broad range of applications from therapeu-
tics [20–27], imaging [156,157], diagnostics [158] to sensors [28]. This also applies in the
field of OP exposure where urgent needs remain for its sensitive detection and efficacious
treatment. This article has focused on this specific topic and discussed the status and
prospect of nanomaterial applications that relate to OP detection, antidote drug delivery,
and decontamination.

Nanosensors for OP analysis involve instrumental analysis via electrochemistry [43–54]
or optical spectroscopy via absorption [59], fluorescence [55–57] or luminescence [58,61].
Compared to conventional sensors, these nanosensors have several advantages that include
unique sensing mechanisms, greater loading capacity, higher sensitivity and faster onset of
action. Some of these are attributable to intrinsic nanomaterial properties such as poros-
ity [49], electric conductance [50–54], surface plasmon resonance (SPR) excitation [47,48,59],
fluorescence [55–57] or luminescence [58,61] whereas others are due to a combination of
chemical and biochemical functionalization made internally or externally with an aim
to generate OP-specific signals in response to OP adsorption [51–53,56,57], reaction [54]
or hydrolysis [47–49,55,60,61]. It is also of interest to note the role of magnetic control in
MNP-based nanosensors, which offers convenience, on-off reversibility and high spatial
precision in sensor assembly [43–46].

Nanomaterials serve as important platforms for OP treatment by engaging in either
controlled drug delivery or OP sequestration (Table 2). Nanomaterials that contain in-
ternal cavities or pores are preferred as delivery platforms due to their loading capacity.
This is evident with PAMAM dendrimer [86,87], human serum albumin [90], MOF [85]
and SLN [84,91], each demonstrated for controlled drug release [86,87,89] or CNS deliv-
ery [84,91] of OP antidotes such as oxime drugs [84–87,90,91] or atropine [89]. Besides, they
allow OP sequestration within their pores as demonstrated with MSN [144] and MOF [73].
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Nanomaterials are readily functionalized to create mechanisms for OP inactivation by
which they can serve as OP scavengers [159]. This is illustrated with those nanoscavengers
made of liposome [120,134,139], polymer [140,141], MOF [117,148], metal oxide [149–151]
and dendrimer [37,130,155]. Their scavenging capability relies on reactive functionalities
either present in unmodified nanomaterials such as photocatalytic metal oxides [149–151]
or built additionally such as oximes [120,134], metal chelates [140,141], amines [148] or
amino acids [155]. Alternatively, specific functionalization is achieved through bioscav-
enger encapsulation such as phosphotriesterase [139] or OPAA [117] encapsulated in
liposomes [139] or porous MOF [117]. Such nanoscavengers offer OP-targeted reactiv-
ity with lack of undesired percutaneous penetration due to their nm size, high polar-
ity and charges [37,160]. Overall, such nanomaterial-enabled (bio)scavengers are vali-
dated as emerging therapeutic agents that could play an important role in topical OP
decontamination.
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